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ABSTRACT  

A  question frequently asked by SAS customers is how to run SAS® Environment Manager in a grid (or a 
shared configuration directory) environment. As of today, SAS has over seventy customer tickets that are 
related to this issue. You request, we listen. In SAS® 9.4M6, we re-designed the SAS Environment 
Manager agent to make it “smart”: it detects whether the request to run the SAS Environment Manager 
agent is from a new host or a new grid node. If the request is from a new host, it automatically creates a 
new SAS Environment Manager agent instance for that host. With this design, we also introduced many 
capabilities to manage the smart agent to make it easier for customers. The new capabilities include 
support for update in place, hot fixes, other platforms, and all SAS® Deployment Manager tasks. This 
paper details the design, the implementation, and the process for how you can take advantage of this 
new smart agent feature. As a bonus, we also review what is new in the SAS® 9.4 middle-tier platform. 

 

INTRODUCTION  

In a SAS Grid environment, customers usually have a large number of grid nodes. On one hand, 
customers want to use SAS Environment Manager to monitor these nodes, but on the other hand, they 
don’t want to run the SAS® Deployment Wizard just to install the SAS Environment Manager agent on 
each node. To address this challenge, SAS Technical Support has previously recommended the SAS 
technical paper Installing and Configuring SAS Environment Manager in a SAS Grid Environment. The 
paper includes a script that customers can use to generate multiple copies of SAS Environment Manager 
agents. Each agent can then be used by a grid node. However, there are many drawbacks of using this 
script, such as the following:  

• It only supports Linux.  

• It creates a fixed number of agents.  

• It is not managed by the SAS deployment tools, so it might break if you update your environment 
through SAS Deployment Manager or if you apply hot fixes.  

This paper introduces a new smart agent approach that can create and manage agents with the 
following advantages:  

• automatically created without the need to pre-prepare additional SAS Environment Manager agents 

• dynamic and on-demand, so there are no constraints due to a pre-defined number of agent 

• created and managed by SAS Environment Manager, so no additional work is required from end-
users 

• works for all environments that use a shared directory 

• supports update-in-place to upgrade all agent instances 

• supports hot fixes to update all agent instances 

• supports all SAS Deployment Manager functions, such as changing password 

• supports all six platforms that SAS supports   

This paper details the design, implementation, and use of this new smart agent feature. Deploying and 
using the agent is just the beginning of the process of monitoring and managing your grid environment. 
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This paper also shows you what you can monitor and manage with the help of smart agent in a grid 
environment, including live-time management and offline reports.   

As the end of the paper, we will also briefly review what is new in SAS 9.4m6 middle tier platform. 

THE DESIGN 
 
This is the principal idea of the design: instead of providing a script to either create a list of agents after 
the SAS Deployment Wizard completes or pre-create a list of agents as part of the SAS Deployment 
Wizard process,  we want to make the agent script be aware whether an agent instance for a specific 
host has been created.  

In other words, we want to make the agent smart so that it doesn’t simply start an agent instance, but that 
it’s also aware of the existence of agent instances for other hosts. If an agent-related command (such as 
start agent) finds out that the command is for a host other than the primary agent machine, it 
performs these tasks: 

• If the agent instance for the other host doesn’t exist, it either creates a new instance or clones an 
agent, then starts the newly created agent instance. 

• If the agent instance for the other host does exist, it starts the agent instance for the host.  

The primary agent machine is defined as the machine on which the SAS Deployment Wizard has been 
run in order to install and configure an agent. In a multiple machine deployment, the SAS Deployment 
Wizard could be run on multiple machines, and the agent can be installed on all of these machines. Each 
of these agents can be a primary agent, and each one is used as a smart agent for the other machines 
that don’t run the SAS Deployment Wizard. In a later section of this paper, we will discuss the best 
practices for deploying the smart agent and using it on a machine that does not run the SAS Deployment 
Wizard.   

 

To achieve better customer experience for this new smart agent, we also enhanced other agent 
commands and maintenance functions such as update-in-place, SAS Deployment Manager tasks, and 
hot fixes. These are some of the enhancements.   

• Agent commands: In addition to  the start agent command described previously, the following 
commands are also smart-aware:  

• stop agent: checks the agent status first, and then shuts down the agent (if a cloned agent 
is present and running) or prompts that the agent is not running 

• delete agent: stops the cloned agent and removes its folder 

• check agent status: check the status of the cloned agent  

• SAS Deployment Manager tasks: 

• Change host name: You can still use SAS Deployment Manager to change the host name for 
the primary agent. To change the name of the cloned agents, we provide the commands hq-
agent.sh(bat) OLDNAME or hq-agent.sh(bat) change OLDNAME ALIAS. 

• Change password: You can run the change password process  in SAS Deployment Manager 
to change the password for both the primary agent and all cloned agents.  

• Unconfigure: SAS Deployment Manager unconfigures the primary agent, the smart agent 
contents, and all cloned agents.  

• Update in place: The update in place process upgrades the contents in the primary agent area. 
Cloned agents only need to be restarted. 
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• Applying hot fixes: Hotfixes are applied to the contents of the primary agent area. Cloned agents only 
need to be restarted to pick up the updated contents.  

 

These are the details of what the smart agent start command does: 

• Uses the hostname command to obtain the host name  of the host where the command is running. 

• Checks if there’s already an agent instance for this host name. 

• If there is, it starts the agent. 

• If there isn’t, it creates a new folder with the name of the host under the directory 
cloned_agents. It then either copies the content from the primary agent to the new folder 
or creates symbolic links from the new folder, and then modifies the agent configuration 
properties file with the host name. Finally, it re-creates the data and log folders  and starts the 
new cloned agent. 

There are several issues that are not addressed and automated with this design.  

• Automatically starting agents on remote nodes. The current design requires customers to start a 
specific node’s  agent from the node machine. If we want to automate remote starting of the agent, 
these are possible options   

• Consumers such as SAS Grid Manager can write an interface to automate the process of 
remotely starting agents for the node if SAS Grid Manager has a way to start remote 
processes. 

• Consumers can implement the SAS Environment Manager agent exit call interface to 
remotely start the agents. 

• Converting the existing manually deployed multiple agents. If a customer used the script SAS 
previously provided, those agents are not  managed by this new approach during any processes such 
as update in place or hot fixes. You can still use and manually manage these agents, but they are not 
automatically converted to the new  smart agents. 

• SSL support. We can only create a self-signed certificate for the clone agent. If you need to use a 
custom certificate for the agent, you must configure the certificate manually. Here are the detailed 
steps: 

• Case 1：If you have a jks format keystore, the alias name must be hq, and put the file 
somewhere that is accessible from the local machine. 

1. Change the agent.properties file under the directory 
$SASEnvironmentManager/cloned_agents/$NODE_NAME/agent-5.8.0-EE/conf 
as follows: 
    agent.keystore.path=<keystore file location> 
  agent.keystore.password=<keystore password in plain text> 

2. Clean up the agent_HOME/data folder. 
3. Restart the agent. 

• Case 2：If you have crt + key format certificate, find the machine where the web server is 
configured (make sure you can use the OpenSSL and keytool on that machine). You must 
change the format from crt to jks format keystore. Run this command:  
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 openssl pkcs12 -export -inkey  "customercertificate.key" -in 

"customercertificate.crt" -name hq -password pass:hyperic -out 

hyperic.p12 

 keytool -importkeystore -deststorepass hyperic -destkeypass hyperic 

-destkeystore keystore -srckeystore hyperic.p12 -srcstoretype PKCS12 

-srcstorepass hyperic -alias hq 

 

You can now get the jks format keystore (which has a file name of keystore, and a password of 
hyperic), and then follow the steps in Case1 to configure a customized keystore for the agent. 

 

THE IMPLEMENTATION  

 
To support the above design, we developed the scripts for the smart agent and also enhanced the SAS 
Deployment Wizard agent configuration process in order to deliver the scripts. As part of the agent 
configuration process, all smart agent scripts are installed under the smart-agent folder, and an empty 
cloned_agents folder is created. This diagram illustrates the folder structure: 
 

    $SASEnvironmentManager/              

            -- agent-5.8.0-EE (the primary agent) 
            -- cloned_agents (the parent folder of all cloned node agents) 
            -- smart-agent/ 
            ........................hq-agent.sh (control shell script file for Linux and UNIX) 
            ........................hq-agent.bat (control  batch script file for Windows) 
            ........................sas.properties 
            ........................agent.properties                       

 
 

The primary agent under the agent-5.8.0-EE folder is the same agent that the SAS Deployment 
Wizard is used to configure. You should continue use that agent instance for monitoring your current 
machine. That agent is also used in sas.servers scripts for starting all SAS servers on that machine.  

The parent folder of all cloned agents is populated with the agent instances that you create from other 
machines using the smart agent scripts. However, some of the files (such as the ones in the pdk/lib 
folder in the cloned agents) might not have the real copies of the agent files. Instead, they might only 
contain symbolic links to the primary agent. The symbolic link saves space, but more importantly, it 
simplifies the update in place and hot fix processes. The symbolic link  goes to the directory 
$SASEnvironmentManager/agent-5.8.0-EE/bundles/agent-5.8.0/pdk/lib. This folder is 
used to store the run-time libraries of the primary agent. Usually, plugin files or library files in this folder 
are updated only during the update in place and hot fix processes.  

 
The $SASEnvironmentManager/smart-agent folder contains the newly implemented smart agent 
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scripts and property files that are used by machines that do not run the SAS Deployment Wizard but that 
need to have a SAS Environment Manager agent for that machine. The file hq-agent.bat is the smart 
agent file for Windows and the file hq-agent.sh is the smart agent file for UNIX and Linux. All of the 
smart agent files are created using  the parameters of actual environment (such as the JRE path and the 
SAS Environment Manager server host) by the SAS Deployment Wizard configuration process. 

 

The following table lists all the options for hq-agent.bat for Windows. The hq-agent.sh for UNIX and 
Linux has the similar options, with a few exceptions. Please check SAS Environment Manager User’s 
Guide for specific information.  

 

Command 
options 

Description 

NONE Output usage information. 

start Get the host name from the system environment variable - %COMPUTERNAME%.  
Check if there’s already an agent for this host name. 
If yes, start it in no-wrapper mode. 
If not, create a new folder under the directory cloned_agents and use the host 
name as the new folder's name. Copy the server node agent into the new folder and 
modify the agent configuration properties file according to the host name. Finally, re-
create the data and log folders and start the new cloned agent in no-wrapper mode. 

start ALIAS Check if there’s already an agent for the specified alias name. 
If yes, start it directly. 
If not, create a new folder under the directory cloned_agents and use the specified 
alias name as the new folder's name. Then copy the server node agent into the new 
folder and modify the agent configuration properties file according to the alias name. 
Finally, re-create the data and log folders and start the new cloned agent in no-
wrapper mode. 

stop Get host name from the system environment variable - %COMPUTERNAME%. 
Check if there’s already an agent for this host name. 
If yes, shut it down. 
If not, prompt that the agent is not running. 

stop ALIAS Check if there’s already an agent for the specified alias name. 
If yes, shut it down. 
If not, prompt that the agent is not running. 
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restart Get host name from the system environment variable - %COMPUTERNAME%.  
Check if there’s already an agent for this host name. 
If yes, restart it in no-wrapper mode directly. 
If not, create a new folder under the directory cloned_agents and use the host 
name as the new folder's name. Then copy the server node agent into the new folder 
and modify the agent configuration properties file according to the host name. Finally, 
re-create the data and log folders and restart the new cloned agent in no-wrapper 
mode. 

restart ALIAS Check if there’s already an agent for the specified alias name. 
If yes, restart it in no-wrapper mode. 
If not, create a new folder under the directory cloned_agents and use the specified 
alias name as the new folder's name. Then copy the server node agent into the new 
folder and modify the agent configuration properties file according to the alias name. 
Finally, re-create the data and log folders and start the new cloned agent in no-
wrapper mode. 

delete Get host name from the system environment variable - %COMPUTERNAME%.  
Check if there’s already an agent for this host name. 
If yes, shut it down, then remove its folder. 
If not, prompt that no agent needs to be deleted. 

delete ALIAS Check if there’s already an agent for the specified alias name. 
If yes, shut it down, then remove its folder. 
If not, prompt that no agent needs to be deleted. 

ping Get host name from the system environment variable - %COMPUTERNAME%.  
Check if there’s already an agent for this host name. 
If yes, check its communication port. 
If not, prompt that the agent is not running. 

ping ALIAS Check if there’s already an agent for the specified name. 
If yes, check its communication port. 
If not, prompt that the agent is not running. 

change 

OLDNAME 

Get host name from the system environment variable - %COMPUTERNAME%.  
Check if there’s already an agent for the specified old name. 
If yes, stop and remove the old agent, re-create a new agent using the host name, 
and start the new agent in no-wrapper mode. 
If not, prompt that the agent does not exist. 
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change 

OLDNAME ALIAS 

Check if there’s already an agent for the specified old name. 
If yes, stop and remove the old agent, re-create a new agent with the specified alias 
name, and start the new agent in no-wrapper mode. 
If not, prompt that the agent does not exist. 

All other 
commands 

Output usage information. 

 

 

THE DEPLOYMENT PROCESS 
 
The typical process of using the smart agent can be described as follows:  
 
1. Create shared folders from one of your machines. Run the SAS deployment Wizard to install and 

configure SAS software into these shared folders. This software can either be only the SAS 
Environment Manager agent or an order that includes SAS Environment Manager. 

2. Make sure all other machines that you want to use the smart agent can access the $SASConfig and 
$SASHome directories in the shared folders. The other machines must at least be able to access the  
$SASConfig/LevN/SASEnvironmentManager and 
$SASHome/SASPrivateJavaRuntimeEnvironment directories. In this paper, we call these 
machines node machines and call this deployment a shared directory deployment. For Windows 
machines, you must enable the policy of symbolic links from remote to remote. This paper includes 
examples of sharing directories on Windows and UNIX. 

3. From a node machine, go to directory 
$SASConfig/LevN/Web/SASEnvironmentManager/smart-agent and run either hq-
agent.sh start (Linux and UNIX) or hq-agent.bat start (Windows). You should be able to 
see that a SAS Environment Manager agent has been created and started. 

4. Start SAS Environment Manager. You should be able to see that this node machine is discovered by 
SAS Environment Manager and is listed as a platform resource. 

 
 

THE EXAMPLE DEPLOYMENT PROCESS 

 

Due to restrictions on what can be shared on different platforms, Windows and UNIX environments need 
different topologies to use the smart agent feature.  

 

On Windows, we recommend using at least three machines. The second server machine is used as a 
shared driver for other node machines, and only has the SAS Environment Manager agent configured on 
it. These are the details of the Windows deployment process:  

1. First Server Machine: Install and configure all SAS Enterprise BI products on this machine. 

2. Second Server Machine: 

a. Create a shared folder and map it as a mapped network drive. Use the following steps.  

i. Right-click the folder that you want to share and select the Properties. 
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ii. On the Properties window, click the Sharing tab and then click Share.... 

iii. Choose an account and click Share to finish sharing. 

iv. Access the network address of the shared server to start the mapping process. 

v. Right-click the shared folder and select Map network drive.... 

vi. Specify a drive letter and click Finish to create the mapped network drive. 

b. Run the SAS Deployment Wizard installation and configuration, specifying the mapped 

network drive as the parent folder for both SASHome and SASConfig. 

i. Deselect all products except for SAS Intelligence Platform Object Framework and 

SAS Environment Manager Agent in the list of products to install. 

ii. Deselect all products except for SAS Environment Manager Agent Configuration in 

the list of products to configure. 

iii. Specify the address of the first server machine as the address of SAS Metadata 

Server and SAS Environment Manager. 

c. Finish the installation and configuration process. 

d. All installation and configuration can succeed, but the SAS Environment Manager agent 

Windows service might not be able to start automatically. Set the values of the system 

environment variables JAVA_HOME and HQ_JAVA_HOME to 

<$SASHome>\SASPrivateJavaRuntimeEnvironment\9.4\jre and manually 

start the SAS Environment Manager agent using the command 
<$SASConfig>\LevN\SASEnvironmentManager\agent-5.8.0-

EE\bundles\agent-5.8.0\bin\hq-agent-nowrapper.bat start. 

3. Node machine: 

a. Access the network address of the second server and map the shared folder as a mapped 

network drive with the same fully qualified path as on the second server. Use same mapping 

process as used on the second server.) 

b. Run the command 
<$SASConfig>\LevN\Web\SASEnvironmentManager\smart-agent\hq-

agent.bat start to clone and start a new SAS Environment Manager agent. 

c. If you receive the error 'The symbolic link cannot be followed because its type is disabled', 

you must apply a workaround. (By default, remote to remote symbolic links are disabled on 

some versions of Windows.) 

d. Check the symbolic link policy by using the command fsutil behavior query 

SymlinkEvaluation. 

If the remote to remote symbolic links are disabled, enable them by using the command 

fsutil behavior set SymlinkEvaluation R2R:1. 

Run the command  smart-agent\hq-agent.bat start again. 

 

On UNIX and Linux platforms, all SAS products can be shared by using the same fully qualified path. 
Therefore, you don't need a separate machine for the SAS Environment Manager agent. Follow these 
deployment steps: 

1. Install and configure SAS software at the server machine. 
2. Use NFS to export both $SASHome and $SASConfig folders with read, write, and synchronize 

permissions from the server machine. Because NFS version 4 might cause a read-only issue, do not 
use NFS version 4. Follow these steps: 
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• Edit the /etc/exports file.  

• Add the line'/install/cfgsas1/SASConfig *(rw,sync,no_root_squash)' 

to the export SAS Config area. 

• Add the line '/install/cfgsas1/SASHome *(rw,sync,no_root_squash)' to 

the export SAS Home area. 

• Edit the /etc/sysconfig/nfs file. 

• Change the value of property RPCNFSDARGS from "" to "-N 4". 

• Stop the NFS service by using the command 'service nfs stop'. 

• Start the NFS service by using command 'service nfs start'. 
3. Mount both SASHome and SASConfig as the same fully qualified path in the node machine by using  

the following commands: 

mount -t nfs rdcesx50091:/install/cfgsas1/SASConfig 

/install/cfgsas1/SASConfig -o rw 

mount -t nfs rdcesx50091:/install/cfgsas1/SASHome 

/install/cfgsas1/SASHome -o rw 

You can now access the SASConfig directory from the node machine and run the agent start 
command from the smart agent folder: .../smart-agent/hq-agent.sh start. 

 

THE VALUE 

When you use  the SAS Environment Manager agent in the grid nodes, it brings all the SAS Environment 
Manager functions to those grid machines. For example, it can provide live monitoring of the grid 
machines and the processes running on those machines, it can take advantage of alerts defined by SAS 
Environment Manager service architecture, and it can generate reports that provide information about the 
grid nodes.     

 

This is a list of interesting resources that can be monitored and the associated metrics that can be 
collected by the SAS Environment Manager Smart Agent:  

• The node machine itself, including the metrics such as CPU and memory usage 

• Processes running on the node machine: 

• SAS Workspace Server 

• SAS Pooled Workspace Server 

• SAS Stored Process Server 

• SAS OLAP Application server 

• SAS Object Spawner server 

• SAS Connect Server 

• SAS Workload Orchestrator 

• SAS Environment Manager Agent 

• SAS System Info server and Log Collection service: SAS System Info is a SAS server that can collect 

the system-level information for the machine. Log Collection is a service of SAS System Info.  

Figure 1 shows the availability of the processes discovered by the SAS Environment Manager agent on a 
shared directory machine.  
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Figure 1. Processes on a Shared Directory Machine 

 

Figure 2 shows the metrics for the shared directory machine.  

 
Figure 2. Metrics on a Shared Directory Machine 

 

Figure 3 illustrates the ability to use the smart agent to restart components such as an OLAP server using 
SAS Environment Manager. 

 

 
Figure 3. Restarting an OLAP Server Using the Smart Agent 
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The smart agent can discover the SAS System Info server and possibly the Log Collection service. The 
Log Collection service is used by EMI APM Log Centralization to identify an EMI client (in this case, the 
grid node machine). The Log Centralization service can gather log files from the discovered Log 
Collection service. However, the Log Centralization service gathers the log files only from a machine that 
has already discovered the Log Collection service usingSAS Deployment Agent. 
 
 
We can use SAS Environment Manager to check and analyze the log events the log files are collected. 
Figure 4 and 5 show some of the details.  

 

Figure 4. Log Collection Service Metrics 

 

 
Figure 5. Collected Log Messages 

 

Some manual steps are required in order for the smart agent to discover all of these resources. Contact 
SAS Technical Support if you are interested in those manual steps.  

 

Figure 6 shows the CPU Usage alert, which is atypical and useful alert. 
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Figure 6. CPU Usage Alert 

 

Many reports related to the grid machines provide valuable insights about those machines and the grid 
environment, such as the following:  

• Platform and Server Resource summary 

• Platform Resources and Instances 

• List of Alerts enabled by Resources 

• Server properties defined in Metadata Server 

• Event summary 

 

Figure 7 shows the Platform and Server resource summaries.  

 

 
Figure 7. Platform and Server Resource Summary Reports 
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Figure 8 shows Platform Types and Instances. 
 

 
Figure 8. Platform Types and Instances Report 

 
 
Figure 9 shows the Alerts Enabled by Resources. 
 

 
Figure 9. Alerts Enabled by Resources Report 
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Figure 10 is an example of Server Properties in the SAS Metadata Server. 
 

 
Figure 10. SAS Metadata Server Properties Report 

 
 
Figures 11 and 12 are the reports for Events.  
 

 
Figure 11. Event Totals Report 
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Figure 12. Event Summary Report 

 

WHAT IS NEW IN SAS 9.4M6 MIDDLE TIER PLATFORM 

 

Here is a brief list of updates and new features that are implemented in SAS 9.4m6: 

• SAS Private JRE: We now support Java 8 and we updated SAS Private JRE to Java 8 as well.  

• SAS Web Server: We are no longer using Pivotal Web Server as our source for SAS Web Server. 

9.4m6 SAS Web Server is now based on Apache Open Source HTTP server, and it is completely built 

and packaged by SAS. It has also been upgraded from Apache HTTP server 2.2.34 to Apache HTTP 

server 2.4.34. As part of this upgrade, FIPs compliance is now correctly supported.   

• SAS Web Application Server: Upgraded from Pivotal tcServer 3.2.5 (or Tomcat 8.5.13) to Pivotal 

tcServer 3.2.11 (or Tomcat 8.5.32). 

• SAS Messaging Engine: Upgraded to use ActiveMQ 5.15.5 

• SAS Cache Locator: Upgraded to use GemFire 8.2.7. This is a big change, because the SAS 9.4m5 

release used GemFire 6.3.3, which was released several years ago. 

• Added a feature to support preserving SSL for ActiveMQ during upgrade in place 

• Added a feature to support preserving SSL for Gemfire during upgrade in place 

• Updated SAS Environment Manager plugins for all of the new middle tier infrastructure software 

(such as SAS Web Server, SAS Web Application Server, and SAS Messaging Engine - ActiveMQ) 

• SAS Web Server is changed to use SAS built Apache httpd v2.4. To support that change, SAS 

Environment Manager is changed to use a new plugin that is packaged with apache-plugin.jar. 

• Updated embedded Web Application Server, ActiveMQ, and support for new Postgres 

• Lots of security upgrades 

Further details can be found in “What’s New in SAS® 9.4 and SAS® Viya® 3.4”.  

 

https://go.documentation.sas.com/?docsetId=whatsnew&docsetTarget=titlepage.htm&docsetVersion=9.4_3.4&locale=en
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CONCLUSION 

This paper discussed the design and the implementation of a new smart agent feature. The feature is 
mainly used for a SAS grid environment in which customers don’t want to run SAS Deployment Wizard on 
every grid node. However, it can also be used in any shared-directory deployment. We also discuss the 
process of how you can take advantage of this new smart agent feature, and the real value that you can 
get with using the smart agent in your grid environment.  

We also reviewed what is new in SAS® 9.4 middle-tier platform, which should help you to stay up-to-date 
about the changes of the SAS 9.4 middle tier infrastructure software.  
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